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Line-up:

Mike

TRACKLIST:
1. Intro
2. Calling
3. Schwarzkraft
4. Grabeskind
5. Herztot
6. Widerstand
7. Ouija (Incantation)
8. Element

The instrumental stuff played by Mike is:
- Drum
- Keyboard
- Vox
Guest female Vocals by Betty Piel

9.Sutuem
10. Outro
Biography of TransZendenZ
meaning of Transzendenz:"Transcendence is the opposite of immanence. The first meaning, as part of the concept pair
transcendence/immanence, is used primarily with reference to God's relation to the world and is particularly important in
theology. Here transcendent means that God is completely outside of and beyond the world, as contrasted with the notion
that God is manifested in the world."
TransZendenZ was called into being in 2003 by Mike, a.k.a. Kale (songwriter, keyboards and vocals) and his sister Jarn-A
(arrangements and vocals). Kale already created the first tracks for the project, when Jarn-A heard what would become the
title song for "Zwischen Erde und Licht". So she immediately decided to join the project. The two worked at a fever pitch and
soon had enough material assembled for their debut full-length, which was recorded at BWS Studios/Gelterkinden in July of
2003. "Between Terra & Light" (BTAL) was born! The sound of TransZendenZ sets itself apart from the blandness of the
current EBM/electro scene through the use of unconventional instrument sounds that belong as much in the medieval
churchyard as a today’s dance club. The band’s self-described “Ritual EBM Sound” was created only with a single keyboard,
and the two musicians made a conscious decision to stay true to their own vision of ritualistic, atmospheric electronics by
avoiding standard techno soundbanks. Their unique mixture of magical and mythological themes with modern electronics has
received a very positive response; TransZendenZ have already turned down numerous live offers in Germany and Switzerland
and are currently in search of musicians for a concert lineup.
TransZendenZ has released a new single in 2004, entitled "Seliaphan-Tu", on Legatus Records in Europe. The band is
currently very interested in securing distribution worldwide. With this release, Nonstopmusic showed interest to distribute
"Seliaphan~tu".
Their newest album called "OUI-JA" Incantation, included 8 "theatrical" EBM Tracks and Intro/Outro was produced in the
same brutal studio atmosphere by mastermind Robert who already recorded the two previous TZZ releases. With the 3rd
step the TZZ concept is changing by the release of "OUIJA". The gate has opened to a new mind of a new world!! So listen
to sick musik for which is made for sick minds!
Selling & Marketing Points:
High-quality pro-printed CD / Absolute new psychedelic music for sick minds in a really high end production!!
10000 flyers are spread / Distribution by Nonstopmusic.ch & Legatusrecords & Medusarecords
*Coverartwork by Dragon Design (Dead Emotions, Immortal Rites, Wytchfynde, Soul Demise, Graveworm, for example )
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